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Abstract— Management of data, information and knowledge is 

a critical function of any sizable organization.  While large 

corporations generally operate enterprise content management 

(ECM) systems using commercial products, such systems are 

either ad-hoc or non-existent in most academic groups.  Clearly, 

the current and future generations of researchers demand an 

effective content management solution.  To this end, we present 

the culmination of our division’s efforts in constructing and 

improving a low-cost, rich-content, and highly efficient ECM 

system based on open-source software, modest hardware, and our 

university’s network infrastructure.  We have implemented a 

dual-layer, integrated system framework: WordPress for external 

content and Alfresco for internal content.  The systems were 

deployed in 2011, and we report our findings from the past two 

years of use. 

 
Index Terms—Enterprise Content Management, Information 

Technology, Open-Source Software, Web Content 

Management. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Three foundational concepts underlie this paper: academic 

research is inherently digital [1]; academic collaboration is 

increasingly global [2]; internet access is nearly ubiquitous 

[3].  These concepts represent a paradigm shift in the 

coordination of academic research, and suggest a potential 

revolution on par with that of the modern computer. However, 

the ability of researchers to adopt and embrace these 

synergistic concepts will be asymmetric and highly dependent 

on their information technology (IT) systems and skills to 

capitalize rapidly developing IT technologies. Recent 

advances in open-source software, coupled with inexpensive 

hardware and broadband internet have lowered many barriers 

to entry for IT systems.  One universal IT requirement for any 

organization is a system to manage its digital content.  Our 

goal is to provide a framework, specifically for academic 

researchers, to build and operate their own low-cost, 

high-impact enterprise content management (ECM) system 

utilizing the latest open-source software, modest hardware, 

and their existing university network infrastructure. In this 

context, digital ‘content’ broadly defines every file and 

communication used to support an organization’s mission and 

goals. Content is hierarchically classified into data, 

information and knowledge (Figure 1).  Data is the most basic 

level and comprises raw, unanalyzed files; information 

represents organized or analyzed data; and knowledge 

encapsulates relevant information for understanding.  In the 

context of medical imaging, data content is the raw output 

files from a patient scan; information content is reconstructed 

images; and knowledge content is the diagnostic report from a 

radiologist.  

The subset of IT that manages an organization’s content is 

called enterprise content management (ECM). The term 

‘enterprise’ denotes IT systems (both hardware and software) 

designed for large, typically corporate or government 

organizations.  Enterprise systems generally address three 

major requirements: reliability, scalability and extensibility 

(see Figure 2).  Organizations need reliability because many 

IT systems are used to manage daily operations; hence system 

downtime directly impacts productivity.  Scalable systems are 

needed to accommodate anticipated organizational growth, 

both in user volume and capacity requirements.  Finally, 

extensible systems facilitate new functionality by providing 

direct system modification, integration, and/or add-on 

features. An effective ECM framework will integrate an 

organization’s content for all users, both internal and external. 

For this purpose, our division chose two ECM software 

packages: WordPress for external content and Alfresco for 

internal content.  We use WordPress to manage our public 

website (www.imaging.sbes.vt.edu), and Alfresco to serve as 

our internal data, information and knowledge management 

system.  The decision for a dual-layer ECM framework is a 

result of the vastly different technical requirements for 

internal and external content.  For example, external content 

is generally not subject to high security requirements, as any 

sensitive information has been already approved or redacted.  

However, internal content may contain unpublished results, 

proprietary files, and other content which needs to be kept 

secure.  

The remainder of this paper provides a framework for any 

organization to follow our synergistic implementation of 

WordPress and Alfresco.  The Materials and Methods section 

describes our systematic approach to deploying these two 
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Fig. 1.  Content hierarchy. 
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packages and requires an intermediate level of IT proficiency 

for full comprehension.  In the Results section, we give a 

high-level explanation of the important system functionality, 

along with utilization metrics over the past year.  In the 

Discussion section, we will further convince the readers of 

both the necessity and criticality of adopting some form of the 

ECM system for their research groups. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Alfresco 

The most critical component of our division’s IT 

infrastructure is the Alfresco ECM system.  We currently run 

Alfresco Community 4.0.0, which represents the state of the 

art in the open-source ECM.  Alfresco offers both free and 

paid versions (‘Community’ and ‘Enterprise’, respectively), 

with the primary consideration being a service level 

agreement (SLA) with the paid version (i.e. guaranteed 

technical support).  Alfresco has five main subsystems: 

document management, content repository, web content 

management, records management and image management 

[4].  The entire list of features and capabilities within Alfresco 

are well beyond the purview of this paper (there are a number 

of books and whitepapers), and in this regard we will focus on 

the document management and content repository features 

currently in use by our division. First, the alfresco platform 

can be run on various combinations of operating system (OS) 

and webserver/database applications.  The most common 

alfresco server OS is Linux or Windows, and Alfresco 

provides automated installation scripts for both to deploy and 

configure the following stack: Java standard edition (JSE), 

Tomcat, MySQL, OpenOffice, SWFTools, and 

ImageMagick.  For a truly open-source experience, we 

recommend using the latest Long Term Support (LTS) 

version of the Linux-based Ubuntu Server OS [2].  Ubuntu is 

the most popular Linux OS, and the LTS version allows for 

stability and longevity and has previously only been available 

to expensive commercial OS [3].  Fortunately, a project called 

BitNami has recently begun providing fully automated 

deployment stacks for popular open-source web applications 

[5], including Alfresco [6].  While we did not utilize BitNami 

during our deployment, it is highly recommended for novice- 

to intermediate-skilled IT practitioners. As for hardware 

requirements, Alfresco does not give any minimum 

specification.  This is most likely due to the innumerable 

inputs required to produce an accurate hardware estimate.  

Although one could run Alfresco on almost any modern PC, 

our recommendation is server-grade components with no less 

than: (4) GB RAM, (1) dual-core CPU and (40) GB HDD 

(GB=gigabyte, CPU=central processing unit, RAM=random 

access memory, and HDD=hard disk drive).  The hardware 

details of our group’s Alfresco servers are shown in Table 1 

(note: a dedicated backup server is not required, but highly 

recommended). The majority of this system is vanilla (i.e., 

default configuration), with the exception of a few security 

and archiving tweaks. Next, we will present a high-level setup 

guide for system installation with our case as an example, 

however, it is highly recommended that someone with IT 

experience be consulted and/or employed for this initial setup 

(this should be the first step for planning an Alfresco 

deployment).  While the setup process is relatively 

straightforward, proper integration within an institution will 

most certainly require some approval and/or input from the IT 

staff. The first step was to procure and assemble hardware. 

For our main server we chose an entry-level Dell server with 

3-year hardware support (due to our institutional relationship 

with Dell), and we re-purposed an old Dell server for our 

backup machine.  Although slightly over-powered, we chose 

the best server-grade processors within our operating budget 

to future-proof our main server.  Equally important were the 

RAID controllers, which were chosen for RAID 6 support and 

the highest number of SATA connections to give maximal 

potential storage capacity.  A high-quality, hardware-based 

RAID controller is highly recommended, as this component 

will literally make-or-break your server (Alfresco has 

relatively high disk utilization).   

 
Fig. 2.  Elements of an ‘enterprise’ Information Technology (IT) 

system. 

TABLE 1. ALFRESCO HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

Component Main Server Backup Server 

System 
Dell PowerEdge 

R710 

Dell PowerEdge 

SC1420 

Processor(s) 

(2) Intel Xeon E5530 

@ 2.4 GHz 

(quad-core) 

(2) Intel Xeon @ 3.0 

GHz (single-core) 

RAM 8 GB 4 GB 

RAID 

Controller 

LSI MegaRAID 

1078 
3ware 9690SA 

Hard 

Drive(s) 

(6) Dell SATA 7200 

RPM 2TB 

(6) Samsung SATA 

5400 RPM 2TB 

Total 

Available 

Storage 

7.3 TB 7.3 TB 

Operating 

System 

Ubuntu Server 10.04 

LTS 
Ubuntu Server 10.10 
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The remaining hardware components should meet the 

minimum requirements, but should be lower priority 

considerations in hardware procurement because they can 

always be supplemented in the future. The next step was to 

setup the RAID controller, for which we selected RAID 6 for 

its high drive-fault tolerance (two simultaneous drive failures) 

and read/write performance, giving us 7.3 terabytes (TB) of 

available space for each system.  We surveyed our target users 

and estimated that this would provide approximately five 

years of storage space.  The operating system installation [7] 

was straightforward for each system, with the exception of the 

backup server requiring a later version of Ubuntu due to 

incompatibility with the onboard video card (easy to run the 

later version).  We downloaded and ran the Alfresco 

installation script according to their guide [8]. 

Once Alfresco and its components were installed, the 

configuration of the various components was needed.  We 

used a common Alfresco Community configuration guide [9] 

to obtain the basics working and test the system functionality 

(similar guides exist for alternative OS configurations).  Upon 

proving basic functionality, we moved to the network and 

security configuration.  The first step was to purchase and 

install a Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security 

(SSL/TLS) certificate with Tomcat [10].  There are 

innumerable websites that sell such certificates, the cheapest 

of which should suffice that provides 128-bit encryption and 

five year validity.  Next, we started to patch up the server’s 

network security by closing down all the ports, except 22 for 

secure shell (SSH), 443 for Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

Secure (HTTPS), and 3306 for MySQL.  Using Internet 

Protocol (IP) tables, we restricted port 22 to only internal 

network IP addresses and 3306 to the loopback (i.e. 

127.0.0.1).  Finally, a short bash script was written to 

shut-down the Alfresco service [11] on a weekly basis, and 

copy the database/data directory from the main server to the 

backup server using rsync [12]. A few additional notes are in 

order on the Alfresco configuration and deployment. First, 

since much of the software components run in Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM), there are almost certainly tweaks to be 

performed on the basis of anticipated system demand [13].  

Second, we decided against utilizing file transfer protocol 

(FTP) in favor of WebDAV for three reasons: (1) FTP carries 

inherent security risks; (2) WebDAV operates as a subset of 

the HTTP service, thus we were able to use the same 

 
Fig. 3.  Alfresco Share Home. Screen capture of user home page, including widgets (clockwise from upper-left): ‘My Sites’, ‘My Site 

Activities’, ‘My Documents’, and ‘My Tasks’. 

 
Fig. 4.  Alfresco Share Site. Screen capture of site home page, including widgets (clockwise from upper-left): ‘Site Calendar’, 

‘Recently Modified Documents’, ‘Site Members’, ‘Site Activities’, and ‘Links’. 
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SSL/TLS certificate to encrypt traffic seamlessly; (3) all 

modern OS provide native support for the WebDAV protocol.  

We have found that for large file transfers to/from the 

Alfresco server, a dedicated WebDAV application on the 

client machine is helpful (we suggest BitKinex [14] for 

Windows, Cyberduck [15] for Mac OS, and davfs2 [16] for 

Linux).  Large and/or voluminous data sets should use 

client-side file compression to aid network transfer and save 

space on the host system.  Finally, there are numerous 

reference sources for Alfresco, including forums [17], online 

help [18] and books [19-21]. 

B. WordPress 

Our division developed and runs its website using the 

open-source WordPress platform.  WordPress is the most 

common web content management (WCM) system and is 

currently used by over 60% of the one million most popular 

websites in the world [22].  Although it is not specifically 

named as such, WordPress can be considered an ECM for 

public, web-based content in the context of this paper.  Along 

with the usual requirements for an enterprise system 

(reliability and scalability), WordPress is best known for its 

extensibility via a library of over 18,000 free plugins and 

1,500 free themes.  As demonstrated in the Results section, 

these themes and plugins allow drastic transformations and 

functionality that were previously only available to 

commercial web software. After selecting Word Press as our 

WCM, we needed to decide on a web hosting solution. While 

running our own webserver was an option, the negative 

consequences of such as solution far outweigh the benefits, 

especially given the innumerable companies which offer 

low-cost (<$10 USD/month) managed hosting solutions 

(many include automatic WordPress installation and setup).  

WordPress has only two system requirements: PHP 4.3+ and 

MySQL 4.1.2 [23].  Fortunately, our university offers free 

hosting to its students and staff.  Thus, we decided to use their 

web hosting service after verifying that it met the minimum 

system requirements. As with most research groups, we had 

an existing website that needed to remain functional while the 

new site was being built.  In order to meet this requirement, it 

was necessary to either operate both websites simultaneously 

(technically challenging), or develop the new website off-line.  

Fortunately, there are several options to install WordPress on 

a local personal computer (PC) [24], from which the website 

can be developed and easily migrated to the live website.  It is 

worth noting that the local PC installations do not fully 

replicate a live server environment, and hence are mostly 

 
Fig. 5. Alfresco Mobile. Screen capture of a document on the Alfresco server, accessed via iPad ‘Fresh Docs’ application. 
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useful to design and build the website’s content.  Many 

advanced functions and plugins did not operate correctly until 

the site was actually deployed on a live webserver, thus it is 

advised to wait until deployment to finalize plugins and 

advanced customization. 

After creating a local WordPress installation, we started by 

choosing a theme for our site.  WordPress’ website has a 

directory of free themes [25] that can be accessed either 

directly via web browser or the ‘Theme’ menu option on the 

WordPress administration page.  Alternatively, there are a 

number of commercial web developers that sell themes with 

additional design functionality and customization.  We 

choose to install the free WordPress theme Mystique 3.2 [26], 

which is both aesthetically pleasant and has several extra 

design functions.  After minor tweaking of the site design (e.g. 

add logo, change link colors), we proceeded to migrate the 

basic content (e.g. pages, text, documents, pictures, video) 

from the old site.  WordPress provides both a basic webpage 

editor and direct hypertext markup language (HTML) input, 

and fortunately most of our old content was in HTML which 

could be directly copied into each new WordPress page. 

Upon completing the majority of the website design locally, 

we were ready to deploy the new WordPress site.  First, we 

coordinated changing our Domain Naming Service (DNS) 

resolution from our old internal webserver to the university’s 

webserver.  Next, we gained access to our new account on 

university’s webserver.  After logging into the management 

interface, we cycled through the menu options and found the 

MySQL username and password.  From this point, 

WordPress’ ‘Famous 5-Minute Install’ held true to its name, 

and we simply followed its instructions without issue [27].  

After receiving confirmation of a successful installation from 

WordPress, we logged into our site’s WordPress 

administrator dashboard to update the general settings with 

our site details (site address, title and tagline).  Next, we set 

the ‘Permalinks’ setting to ‘Month and name’, which allows 

the site to have custom URL structures for all content (e.g., 

www.yourschoolname.edu/people/students/graduate/) as 

opposed to WordPress’ default URL structure (e.g. 

www.yourschoolname.edu/?=p123). Note that permalinks 

requires the mod_rewrite Apache module. After getting the 

basic WordPress settings configured, we migrated the content 

(pages, posts, menu, custom fields, comments, categories and 

tags) from our local WordPress website to the live website.  

WordPress provides import and export functions under 

‘Tools’ which aggregate all content into a single file for easy 

 
Fig. 6. Alfresco Mobile. Homepage accessed using an iPad’s Safari browser (automatically formatted for iPad via WordPress 

WPTouch plugin). 
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transfer.  Note that the import/export function does not 

include plugins, settings, widgets, themes, etc. Hence, the 

next step was to install the Mystique theme on the live website 

and replicate the same site design tweaks as done on the local 

site.  At this point, we had completed the migration, thus 

setting the foundation for our division’s ECM equivalent for 

external content.  We will discuss the advanced WordPress 

customizations and plugins in the results section, as 

fortunately there is hardly any technical setup involved. 

III. RESULTS 

The following subsections will provide an overview of the 

important functionality implemented with the Alfresco and 

WordPress systems at our division. 

A.  Alfresco 

We have integrated the Alfresco ECM system into our 

division’s daily operations.  Each of our division’s members 

has his/her own user account, which gives access to one’s own 

personal content, along with aggregated content from other 

Alfresco users and projects.  Share –Alfresco’s graphical user 

interface (GUI)– is viewed via standard web browser by 

accessing the appropriate Alfresco server address (e.g. 

https://alfresco.yourschoolname.edu/share).  

Upon providing valid credentials (username and 

password), the user is directed to his/her personalized 

dashboard (Figure 3).  The top-left portion of the dashboard 

contains the basic navigation menu: ‘My Dashboard’ links to 

the user’s dashboard page; ‘Sites’ displays links to the user’s 

favorite sites; ‘People’ links to the user directory; 

‘Repository’ links to the user’s personal files and directories; 

‘More’ displays advanced functions.  The upper-left portion 

of the dashboard contains the user’s name, links to user 

options (by hovering over the user’s name), search textbox 

and help button.  The small rectangular windows are ‘widgets’ 

which are small applications for the user based on individual 

requirements. Each Alfresco user is a member of one or more 

Sites, which are essentially custom webpages that allow 

groups of users to manage content specific to a common goal 

or activity (Figure 4).  Each site contains a suite of content 

management tools available to its members, including: 

Dashboard, Wiki, Blog, Document Library, Calendar, Links, 

 
Fig. 7. Google Analytics. Dashboard showing high-level web traffic statistics. 
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Discussions, Data Lists and Members.  The Site’s dashboard 

serves the same purpose as the user’s dashboard but 

specifically aggregates the Site’s content updates.  The wiki, 

blog and discussion tools serve a similar function as 

collaborative mediums for the Site’s members.  The document 

library is a data and information repository specific to the 

Site.  The calendar tool provides basic scheduling 

functionality.  The links tool allows the members to share and 

store relevant web links (both internal and external), while the 

members tool provides a Site-level user directory.  Finally, 

the data lists tool integrates lists (i.e., simple database) with 

workflow management (e.g., user tasks, document approval). 

Thus, each Site essentially serves as a custom ECM system 

for each group of users.  Sites and their members are generally 

aligned to projects or organizational charts.  For example, the 

Biomedical Imaging Division site (Figure 4) comprises all our 

division’s active members and contains content that is 

relevant to our entire division.  Further, our division has setup 

Sites for each of our collaborations and projects with active 

users spanning four continents and over 1.3 terabytes of 

content (Table 2).   

Next, we will highlight a few of the key features currently 

used by our division; however, this is by no means exhaustive. 

The most critical and fundamental function of Alfresco in our 

group is the data and information management, represented 

by the ‘Repository’ feature for users and the ‘Document 

Library’ for Sites (hitherto referred to as ‘repository’ for both 

groups).  Specifically, Alfresco’s repository allows users to 

upload, download, search, organize, update, comment, delete, 

move, or copy nearly any file or folder from nearly any 

computer or mobile device from anywhere in the world.  The 

functionality is similar in nature to commercial solutions such 

as DropBox or iCloud, however, offers unmatched benefits 

(described further).  The repository can be accessed using 

several protocols: hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), Web 

Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV), file 

transfer protocol (FTP), secure shell FTP (SFTP), content 

management interoperability service (CMIS) and more. The 

most popular file access options are the first three: HTTP (i.e., 

the alfresco website shown in Figures 3 & 4) can be accessed 

via most web browsers and provides a pleasant GUI along 

with powerful management tools and search functionality.  

All data and information transferred via HTTP can be secured 

by adding a TLS/SSL certificate to the alfresco server which 

encrypts communication between Alfresco and its users. This 

may be more familiar to users as HTTPS (the same security 

used by all retail/banking websites).  WebDAV may be 

relatively lesser known; however, it is actually an extension of 

the HTTP protocol and enables the same basic functions of 

FTP along with collaborative functions such as ‘locking’ and 

‘version control’.  As an extension of HTTP, WebDAV can 

utilize the same TLS/SSL security certificate and 

functionality as used by Alfresco’s HTTP web service.  

Finally, FTP and SFTP are supported. However, the former is 

universally deemed insecure, and the latter is more difficult to 

setup and offer only basic functions (i.e., file upload, 

 
Fig. 8. WordPress WPTouch Plugin. Pages from the VT website, accessed using an iPhone with Safari web browser (automatically 

formatted for iPhone via WordPress WPTouch plugin). Left image is the default homepage, the middle image shows the mobile 

navigation menu and the right image is the ‘Publications’ webpage. 

TABLE 2 

ALFRESCO UTILIZATION AFTER 1 YEAR (CURRENT / CAPACITY) 

Users Sites Storage (TB) 

74 / 500 18 / 100 1.3 / 7.3 
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download, copy, paste).  While this may seem a jumble of 

unfamiliar acronyms, the takeaway message is that every 

popular file protocol is supported by Alfresco. Alfresco 

should be compatible with most every system and computer 

configuration, thus allowing seamless management of the 

entirety of an organization’s data and information.  While 

there are numerous direct benefits to this approach, such as 

backup and security, the ability to search through all this 

content directly is one of the most critical functions enabled 

by this system.  After uploading any file to Alfresco, an 

‘indexing’ function actively searches and extracts all text 

from the file, including inside compressed files (e.g., zip or 

tar).  Indexing allows users to search for internal content just 

as though they were using a commercial search engine such as 

Google or Yahoo.  Furthermore, because Alfresco integrates 

user management (discussed next), the user can only search 

and view content for which they have security access, which is 

especially powerful for organizations who deal with sensitive 

content. 

Alfresco provides enterprise-class user management 

features that greatly enhance its value and usability (details go 

well beyond this paper).  Alfresco administrators can 

configure specific user security rules, or use the default 

settings (recommended).  Every Alfresco user starts with the 

same basic security access to his/her personal content.  New 

users are generally invited directly to a specific Site (via the 

‘invite’ feature on the Site dashboard), and are given a 

username, password and specific access level: Manager, 

Collaborator, Contributor, or Consumer.  These Site access 

levels control all aspects of Site and associated content.  For 

example, only Managers can invite new users, and Consumers 

cannot delete or modify content (i.e., read-only).  Users can 

give other users access to a file, folder or their entire private 

repository.  The user management features are greatly 

valuable as they simplify inherently complicated functions of 

most IT systems. The last group of functions is Alfresco’s 

‘knowledge management’ tools, which are necessary for users 

to collaborate, document and share their knowledge.  Tools 

such as the Wiki, Blog and Calendar functions are quite useful 

for these purposes.  Thus, we will discuss a feature that may 

be less familiar but nonetheless quite powerful for managing 

an organization’s knowledge. Workflow management (WFM) 

is already built directly into the Alfresco system, which allows 

content to be ‘processed’ by specific timing and combinations 

of users and tasks.  For example, the ‘Review & Approve’ 

workflow allows a user to assign content (e.g., a group of 

files/folders) to another user for review and approval.  After 

initiating the workflow (directly from the respective content 

page), the recipient user is sent a notice detailing their specific 

tasks along with the associated content to be reviewed.  The 

user downloads the content, reviews and/or changes the 

content, uploads the changed content, and submits the 

completed task.  Every step in the workflow is documented, 

and its status can be easily monitored by both the workflow 

initiator and recipients. Finally, Alfresco has recently released 

an open-source application for accessing Site content via 

 
Fig. 9. WordPress + Alfresco Integration. A sample Alfresco site’s Document Library on the left, and the exact same content files 

displayed on our division’s website using the WordPress plugin ‘CMIS WordPress’. 
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mobile devices (Android and iOS).  The mobile application 

allows users to access their content on the Alfresco server 

from literally anywhere in the world.  Figure 5 is a screenshot 

of the application (iPad) with an excel spreadsheet ‘2011 Lab 

Meeting Schedule.xls’ on our division’s Alfresco Site.  The 

left side of the screen navigates through the repositories for 

which the user has access, and the right side allows the content 

to be viewed, emailed, downloaded, and commented.  This 

application is one of the many exciting applications and 

functions that are being continuously built for the Alfresco 

ECM. 

B. WordPress 

WordPress is the open-source software used to build and 

manage our division’s website (Figure 6).  It is formally 

classified as a web content management (WCM) system.  

However, in this context it can be considered an ECM for 

external content.  WordPress itself is a very powerful system 

to build and manage an organization’s website, yet many such 

systems already exist for this very purpose.  The 

differentiating factor with WordPress (beyond great support 

and a broad user base) is its ‘plugin’ platform.  Plugins can be 

considered as bolt-on software extensions that operate 

specifically within the WordPress application.  The majorities 

of these plugins are free, and have enabled a vast array of 

functionality that was previously available only with 

expensive, commercial applications. A large difference 

between internal and external content is the intended 

audience: internal content needs to be carefully controlled and 

distributed within an organization, while external content 

should be widely disseminated through all available channels.  

To this end, two WordPress plugins greatly enhance the 

ability to disseminate content: Google XML Sitemaps [28] 

and Google Analytics for WordPress [29].  The first plugin 

aggregates all of the website’s content into a single file that is 

specifically designed for search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo, 

Bing) to index the site’s content, thus ensuring that all 

external content is accessible and searchable.  The second 

plugin integrates with Google Analytics [30], which is a free 

service that tracks and analyzes visitors to a website (Figure 

7).  Google Analytics is extraordinarily powerful for 

understanding how external content is being disseminated and 

how to improve its dissemination. One particularly novel use 

that our division has pioneered is the use of WordPress’ 

native blogging functionality to manage our external 

publication library.  Each of our division’s publications (e.g., 

journal articles, conference posters, patents) was entered as a 

blog entry in WordPress, with the abstract as the content and 

the index terms as the ‘tags’.  Tags serve essentially the same 

function in blogs as index or keyword terms serve in journal 

articles.  Thus, our publication library allows users to find 

related publications by clicking on a tag, which links to a 

dynamic webpage listing all publications with the same index 

or keyword term.  Additionally, visitors may write comments 

or ask questions about a publication.  This functionality is 

typically only available to publishers and other large 

organizations, and yet can now be easily enabled for any 

research group using the WordPress application. Another 

valuable Word Press plug in is called WP Touch [31] which 

automatically detects and formats the WordPress website for 

mobile devices.  As smartphones and tablets continue to 

replace laptops and personal computers, it is important to 

ensure that ECM systems remain relevant to mobile users.  

Figure 8 shows three pages on our division’s website (with 

WP Touch enabled) as viewed from an iPhone. A careful look 

at Figure 6 reveals that it is also a screenshot from a mobile 

device, and in this case an iPad.  There is no configuration 

required from the visitor, as WP Touch automatically detects 

that a mobile device is accessing the website, and formats it 

appropriately.  There are innumerable applications of 

 
Fig. 10. High level network diagram of the BID IT infrastructure. Gig.U was deployed in 2012. 
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WordPress plugins, and our division is continually enhancing 

and updating its website.  Our division’s website currently 

receives over 3000 unique visitors and supply over 6 

gigabytes of content to users per month. 

C. Alfresco + WordPress Integration 

Recently, our division deployed a WordPress plugin 

entitled ‘CMIS WordPress’ [32] that directly links content 

from our division’s Alfresco system to our website.  It allows 

content to be seamlessly migrated from our internal ECM to 

our external ECM with literally a click of a button.  The plugin 

accesses the alfresco system via its CMIS interface 

(mentioned in section 3.1) and displays a navigable webpage 

with the exact document library (i.e., content repository) from 

the specified alfresco site.  Figure 9 shows two screens: the 

document library from an example site created on our 

division’s alfresco system, and an exact replica of that content 

displayed on our division’s website using the CMIS 

WordPress plugin.  This integration between Alfresco and 

WordPress represents the culmination of our proposed 

enterprise ECM framework, and demonstrates the power of 

using these two open-source ECM systems. 

D. Network Infrastructure 

Figure 10 shows a high-level network diagram of our 

division’s ECM related sub-systems.  Two observations are 

that (1) our ECM sub-systems reside on the same university 

network as our research staff and equipment; and (2) our 

university network is highly integrated with several dedicated 

broadband research networks.  These points are especially 

relevant for our division because the research we perform 

generally involves creating and analyzing large image 

datasets.  Individual image datasets can reach over 10 

gigabytes in size, which presents significant network 

logistical issues for transferring these files globally.  We have 

access to gigabit connections throughout our university, 

which transfer files within our local network (e.g., from 

scanners to ECM).  However, high-speed local network 

infrastructure does not solve the issue when these files need to 

be shared with our outside collaborators.  Fortunately, the 

second point mitigates this concern, as most of our 

collaborators are directly or indirectly connected to one or 

more of these broadband research networks. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Our division’s siren call for content management occurred 

in 2010, when we lost a decent portion of research 

(approximately 6 months of results) due to a backup hard 

drive failure. Our initial impetus was to design and implement 

a simple data management system (e.g., network file storage) 

for our research files.  However, the search for an appropriate 

solution led us to the nascent world of open-source ECM.  

Furthermore, we discovered the functionality required to 

manage our internal content differed significantly from our 

external content, and two ECM systems would be required.  

The outcome of our initial investment in deploying Alfresco 

and WordPress has been a resounding success, and we have 

been steadily building upon these foundational platforms to 

enhance functionality and connectivity. It should come as no 

surprise that these ECM systems have dramatically improved 

our division’s operations and collaboration.  The world’s 

largest companies have invested considerable efforts 

developing ECM systems to improve productivity of their 

workforce [33].  However, there has been a critical point of 

divergence in capabilities available to large versus small 

organizations due to high barriers to entry for enterprise IT 

systems (e.g., large up-front hardware/software costs, 

specialized training, support staff, maintenance plans, etc.).  

These barriers are relatively trivial for large organizations 

with stable capital flow and dedicated personnel, yet are quite 

significant for small- and even medium-sized organizations. 

Academic researchers, with their irregular budgets and 

variable personnel, have not adopted enterprise IT systems.  

However, two recent developments have dramatically shifted 

the calculus of these barriers: inexpensive hardware and 

open-source software.  The continuation of Moore’s law 

regarding computational processing speed and hard drive 

capacity has driven down hardware costs, while advances in 

open-source projects provide enterprise-level software for 

minimal or no cost.  Also, research equipment is increasing in 

capability and sensitivity, resulting in more and more data 

being collected and stored [1].  Beyond data, information and 

knowledge content distributions are greatly facilitated in the 

digital domain: emails, spreadsheets, databases, manuscripts, 

journals, presentations, video conferences, websites, etc. We 

believe that most academic research groups would 

significantly benefit from the ECM framework described in 

this paper.  The fundamental concepts underpinning this 

assertion (increased digitization, international collaboration, 

and internet ubiquity) show no sign of abating.  There are 

numerous signs that academic researchers are struggling to 

cope with these trends [34], not necessarily of their own 

volition.  It is the fortunate coincidence that open-source 

software and cheap hardware has now leveled the 

playing-field and should be fully embraced to leverage the 

quantum leaps occurring in ECM systems. 
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